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THEOCRACY

@ The Operational Office of Yahushua @

Ecclesiastical Body

✓ Department of 72. The mission of this Committee of 72 enforces the spiritual constraints on all committees or departments, partially listed below, over the now forming global government directed by Judah of Alabama the Executive Body of Israel. The senselessness of technology as seen today that operates off the Anti-Ten Commandments will be put to any end. The Department’s parameter asks the question, since technologies can be created, does technology engenders spiritual joy and happiness within the guidelines of the divine cannon law of God.

✓ The Department of the 24 Saints. This committee of 24 is the judicial counseling body over the now forming global government. This committee of the righteousness has the template of the 24 Saints in heaven. Committee members will be taken from Shem, Ham, and Japheth. This Department will have regional divisions.

✓ The Order of Melchizedek. The constitution of this order will teach the biblical sciences. It will be an interdisciplinary order of canonical scientists with the mission for teaching the divisional class of scholastic priesthood assigned to teach in the interim temples. Tens of millions of people will be assigned to the operational administration of the transitional temples.

Civil Authority

A. The global Administration will be located in Israel
B. There will be 12 governmental regions with regional heads.
C. The sub-body of the Department of 72
D. The sub-body of the 24 Judicial Counselors

Listed are some departments. Under each department, divisions and subdivision will have mission statements. Now is the time to sign up for your selected area of work. Remember, Yahushua will give to us super advanced knowledge for undertaking any project. The junk that you see today around the world as the state of the art of this and that have no comparison to what the future holds. First, we must turn our face to the Most High, seek him, and ask of anything and he will enable us to obtain knowledge.
A partial list of departments and more to come

1. Transportation
2. Resources of all natural and mineral resources
3. Human Resources projecting and tracking human labor
4. Architectural design
5. Construction mobilizing and arranging labor to implement blue print designs
6. Agricultural soil and planting crops
8. Manufacturing systems.

Sign up today for your job placement. If the job heading is not on the list above, indicate your working preference.